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Pulse Showerspas Introduces Affordable, 
Luxurious, Multi-Head Shower Systems

Self-contained, cost-effective showerspa system installs quickly, 

provides luxurious spa experience at a fraction 

of the cost of conventional spa systems.

May 6 , 2006 -- San Jose, CA – Pulse Showerspas, Inc. is introducing a complete line of
Pulse Showerspa systems at the 2006 National Hardware Show, in Las Vegas. Designed
to transform the traditional shower into a luxurious spa experience, the Pulse Showerspa
product line offers several high-quality, affordable alternatives to costly high-end shower
systems. The company is exhibiting at Booth 22318.

Pulse Showerspas incorporate multi-functional/directional massaging jets that turn an
ordinary shower into the kind of experience typically found at expensive day spas and
luxury resorts. Designed for a retro fit application, remodel or new construction, the Pulse
product line represents a perfect solution for home-builders, remodelers, interior designers
and plumbing contractors looking for a new, high-quality, and, affordable shower system
for their clients.

The Pulse system replaces the ordinary showerhead with an elegantly styled pre-plumbed
panel of 4 - 6 hydro massaging body jets, ”rain fall” or multi-function showerhead and
hand-held showerhead.

Several models feature built-in shelves for soaps and shampoos, and adjustable
showerheads for family members of all  heights. Brian Edwards, president of Pulse
Showerspas, said, "our customers are the kind of people who enjoy going to day spas and
are looking for that kind of luxury in their home. The Pulse system offers the perfect
combination of luxury, appearance, and quality components for the price.”

The Pulse Showerspa System sets itself apart by offering a powerful combination of quality
and affordability.

The company offers 14 different models, ranging in price from $650– $850. Other
leading shower systems typically start at $1200 and up.
The system is pre-plumbed for easy installation by a skilled do-it-yourselfer,
plumber or authorized Pulse dealer.
Pulse Showerspas feature high-quality components for years of trouble-free luxury.

“We built the Pulse Showerspas to provide the spa experience at your fingertips,” said
Edwards. “For instance, when you add conditioner to your hair, you can turn off the
overhead shower, and turn on the jets so you stay warm and comfortable while the
conditioner's working. The end-result is a high-quality product that’s easy to install and use,
and provides a luxurious experience at a great price.” To schedule an interview during the
show, or learn more about availability and dealer information, please contact Brian
Edwards at 408.254.6665, or email brian@pulseshowerspas.com. Information can also be
found online at www.pulseshowerspas.com.
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